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Executive Summary
This work outlines what a business plan for the supply of home-grown timber to the Welsh housing
sector might look like, that is closely integrated with the ownership and management of the timber
resource in the Welsh context. Additional capacity in the sector has been identified in three key
areas: secondary processing capacity; in undermanaged forestry and woodland (typically found in
smaller parcels < 10ha); and a vast potential for greater tree planting in Wales, for a range of drivers.
Further work conducted following on from this package identifies a range of interventions to deliver
this business plan (see our report ‘The financial case for existing landowners to plant woodland’.
It builds upon a previous analysis, which identified low integration between the supply and
processing of Welsh timber, against the increasing demands of the construction sector. In order to
deliver a reliable supply of timber, consolidation is required at a point in the supply chain. This could
be achieved at two basic levels, either/or by stock of sawn timber collected from a number of small
or medium mills, or consolidation of roundwood at a saw log level feeding predominantly one larger
mill. The options for investment in both are discussed below and we seek not to decide at this stage
which is better or worse, but to outline the conditions under which each would be viable.
It should also be noted at this point that construction timber, while holding some potential, remains
at a very low percentage of timber harvested (between 4% and 10%). Investment in construction
timber as a driver for woodland and forestry expansion is therefore weak if considered in isolation,
especially in light of recent trends in imports of timber. A focus is made in this business plan
therefore on consolidation of timber and value streams. A further point is stressed that while on the
surface supply chains might be sub-optimal to the observer, they often are optimal for the
businesses involved. We focus on what is achievable and viable in this context.

Business Plan
1. Large Sawmills - Given reported uncertainty around the one traditional large sawmill in Wales

(BSW), under recent new ownership, Pontrilas timber based in Herefordshire is likely to remain a
key feature in delivering home grown construction structural graded timber into Wales. The other
large scale Welsh mill, at Chirk, is effectively a panel product manufacturer with existing presence
in the merchant construction market. There is scope for further coordinating its role in the use of
both primary and secondary feedstock and contributing to a portfolio of Welsh sawn and panel
timber products. At the time of writing the construction sector in the UK has been severely
curtailed due to Covid 19, which has impacted on the demand for saw logs. The mill at
Newbridge could have a range of future scenarios, ranging from resuming full capacity with
minimal construction timber output (neutral) to re-opening with increased output of strength
graded construction material (positive) through to long term closure/re-structure which could
create a significant overhang of saw logs in Wales, with a disruptive (largely negative in the short
term) impact on a range of supply chain participants.
2. Smaller Sawmills – These are generally fragmented but hold greater potential as a lower risk

option for increased domestic processing. Within the portfolio of small sawmills there is an
opportunity to coordinate the fragmented spare capacity evident in processing. In the first
instance this will unlock the value in marginal capacity and establish relationships which would be
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outside the reach or appetite of individual mills. Building this portfolio to broaden the range of
longer-term product specific supply agreements could provide a base for further investing in
value, both individually and collectively.
3. Timber Supply - The development of a reliable supply of Home -Grown construction timber,

irrespective of processing arrangements, will require a range of actions around the
establishment, management and use of Welsh woods. Such actions, to safeguard the
sustainability of the woods, their productive capacity, and their ability to deliver a range of public
good, will initially focus on better coordinated use of the wide variety of existing, and currently
underutilised Welsh woodland resource. The establishment of new woodlands, covered
separately, will be require these improvements in management and use to be viable and
sustainable in future. As construction accounts for such a small proportion of timber value
streams (4%)
4. Products - Development of timber supply and processing will in turn require the foundation of a

secure customer base, a central focus of this projects work in the built environment. The supply
chain and its customers will be best served by the development of a series of long-term
relationships, based upon wood-based products which utilise the underlying qualities of the
wood to deliver required qualities and performance to clients. Initially these opportunities will be
focused on the joinery, carpentry, and furniture sectors, given the fragmented nature of the
resource, and the processing sector in Wales. It will take time to develop these relationships and
the product specifications which will emerge from them. In the interim, growth in supply of
generic versions of these products, via the traditional merchant route, will be best served by a
centralised “clearing house approach”. The success of this approach will partly rely on a series of
product and material specifications. The specifications are a key element of a business model
based on consolidation and risk sharing, underpinned by a long-term exit strategy with
associated investment. Such an approach leads onto incentivising investment in woodland
creation capable of realising a range of value streams.
5. Additional Facilities - The development of additional processing facilities, within the Welsh timber

supply chain, is potentially an expensive exercise, if done at any meaningful scale, requires the
certainty of saw log supply and risks disrupting the business of existing participants. The current
potential growth in timber demand for social housing, and the initiatives above, should be
serviced by:
a) Additional facilities in existing mills, many of which have ageing, inappropriate or incomplete
equipment. Supplementing this existing network of processors, based upon the
development of secure outlets for their marginal capacity should be the first step. This might
be achieved in some part by shared facilities.
b) New facilities are currently under consideration, albeit at small scale, both in Wales and on
its border. Investment in processing at scale, either traditional or engineered timber, will only
be viable once significant client relationships have been developed, or if based upon the
client as a cornerstone investor. Secure availability of sufficient feedstock would also be a
significant concern at present. If the Newbridge mill does not re-open supply concerns for a
new facility would ease, but this would not immediately create significant unfulfilled
construction demand.
This report looks at how this might be achieved.
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Introduction – Business Plan
The first part of our work looked at the current nature of Welsh Forestry and in particular the timber
supply chain, 4% of which enters the construction market (60, 000 m3 of the 1,541,000 m3 harvested
in Wales). In simple terms, particularly with reference to supply of construction timber, there is a lot
of room for improvement, with little apparent alignment between the supply of timber from Welsh
woodlands, the use of timber in Welsh construction, and the processing sector in between.
Forestry cover in Wales is low, both by average European standards and compared with the
aspirations of a range of stakeholders, from Government, through environmental groups to the
woodland and timber industry. In good part the higher ambition for woodlands within industry
stems from an uncertain ability to meet future demand for domestic processing capacity based
upon current predictions of domestic woodland yields. Forestry is a long-term business, and any
increase in domestic supply of the main commercial species from new planting, notwithstanding
advances in management to speed growth cycles, will be a long-term endeavour. In the meantime, a
significant proportion of wood will continue to be imported, in both “raw” and finished form,
mitigated only by better use of existing resource and the means of processing it.
Our analysis also showed challenges for the primary processing industry’s engagement with
construction supply. The processing industry in Wales appears focused on lower value products
compared to England and Scotland, with only 4% of the harvest and 9% of saw logs timber destined
to reach the construction sector, although this proportion is growing, not least due to activities
elsewhere in this project.
Whatever the primary purpose of our timber supply, the need to extract value from whole tree
(including eco-system services and non-sawn products of the harvested trees), will remain important
if forestry and the timber supply chain are to remain viable. This commercial reality will exert a range
of pressures on the supply chain (as debates about wood chip use as fuel and its impact on panel
board feedstock demonstrate) with a variety of resulting outcomes.
The objective of this report is to produce a business plan for a new supply chain in Wales better
suited to the needs of social housing while maximising a range of value streams. Following on from
this, our work looks at the interventions required to achieve this business plan. At minimum this
should address the current threats or missed opportunities, which are to improve value added from
raw resource, with value spread across the supply chain, to ensure its ongoing viability. This should
include sufficient value for the roundwood and co-products to address declining supply from
existing forestry, and to help make the case for growing more. In this case that value added should
be based upon demonstrable value to the social housing sector.
In considering a new business plan for Welsh timber into social housing, and the apparent low value
mix of the existing timber flows, we should not assume that the business plans of the existing
participants are flawed, as their structures make sense from their point of view. Both large sawmills,

below, are part of large groups with varying degrees of international presence and we should
assume that they know what they are doing, in the interests of their shareholders. This is also
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indeed true of the smaller sawmills. It is against this baseline that a range of interventions must be
developed to secure a more reliable supply of timber into Welsh construction.
The current mix of Welsh primary processing activity highlights that achieving the best gross margin
(or net margin after plant costs/investments etc) for the processor, is not necessarily equivalent to
maximising the overall GVA of Welsh forestry, and a step removed again from the wider values of
forestry such as environmental sustainability, rural communities and healthy affordable social
housing Therefore, addressing this in a way which engages existing players, large and small, in a rebalanced future, is one of the key challenges.
We should also note that the regular provision of home-grown timber to a specific sector, such as
social housing, is not necessarily the same as supplying home processed timber. Including the
Marches within any calculation of available processing, would see three significant mills (most
notably Pontrilas) added to the sawmill population of Wales. This represents a 25% increase in
number (based upon FC statistics) and probably nearer 50% increase in productive capacity. While
one of these mills predominantly supplies the pallet and fencing market, another has shown great
flexibility, operationally and in its willingness to engage with the project. Their scale and their impact
on Welsh sawlog disposition, where they account for a third of sawlog demand, suggest that their
relationship to, or potential inclusion in the Welsh supply chain is a significant consideration.
In considering what this future supply chain might look like, for now within the geographical
boundaries of Wales, we have reviewed two key areas:
1.

How do we improve the use of what we have?
a.
b.

Resource – Timber from Welsh existing woodlands
Processing - The existing processing capacity in Wales (in this case the primary processing
or sawmilling, but also with reference to the large secondary processing sector in Wales)

2.

Look at what might be added.
c.

Resource – The supply of timber through the expansion of Welsh woodlands is the subject of
a separate work package (WP 5.5) looking at the case for wider establishment and
management.

d.

Processing - What processing might be needed to fill gaps in the existing supply chain, or to
expand it.

Context
Before doing this, it might be Instructive to look at how other, successful, European jurisdictions
(with significant export activity to the UK) operate their timber supply streams.

Austria/Germany
Demonstrate a high level of integrated ownership of forestry and processing. Large private
companies producing a wide range of sawn and engineered wood products also own significant
forestry to support their feedstock needs. This is combined with high levels of communal
organisation to bring the output of smaller parcels of private forestry to bear, and to utilise co-
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product. This combination has created high levels of investment and subsequent use in engineered
timber, and the use of co-products in heating, including community CHP schemes.

Finland
Operate a cooperative model from individual Forest lots, through co-owned processing and high
levels of research and development, supported by state as a key industry. As with Austria and
Germany, high levels of wood use in construction, with pulp accounting for most of the secondary
fibre use. Significant investment in bioeconomy and alternative uses to traditional paper markets.

Sweden
Demonstrates similar elements to of Austria and Finland. Large private sector processors own
forestry, alongside cooperatives. Heavily coinvested in research with Finns.

Baltic States
Have a history of craft engagement and wood culture and latterly of centralised state industry.
Rapidly adopting best practice from integrated operators in neighbouring countries, taking
advantage of resource and application of new technologies to centralised approaches.

France
Although probably less usually perceived as a “Forest Nation”, when compared to the northern
plantation softwood countries (above), France has a large-scale private forestry industry. Diversified
across a wide range of largely private operation, this industry is also integrated with a largely
collaborative processing industry with certain shared elements. A wood culture in construction, and
provision of barrels to the wine industry, underpins both primary supply and a strong “secondary”
industry in areas as diverse as board export and wood-based insulation.
By way of contrast, two north American examples demonstrate a different approach to some
common outcomes.

USA
Large areas of privately owned forestry often driven by large scale industry (pulp and sawmilling).
Processing backed by a well organised export sector (concentration yards) consolidating across a
variety of excess capacity and smaller mills for exports. Previous sales into industries such as pulp,
have been partly replaced by integration into biomass, particularly the production of wood pellet for
export. Alongside domestic producers, European utilities such as Drax and RWE have invested in US
production facilities. Some US sawmills have recently been bought by Canadians to get inside
protective tariff “fence”, for access to the enormous, if volatile, US housing market.

Canada
Large percentage of Forestry (circa 85%) in state ownership. Large private sawmill industry subject to
accusations of price support through the “stumpage” sales system (sawmills have tenure over state
forestry and pay a “stumpage” fee on everything they cut down) , when accessing US market for
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construction. Pulp industry following Finnish approach, but many mills already closed or sold to
overseas (Chinese) companies. Surprisingly, given the area of Forestry, Canada now also has
significant challenges in supplying its existing timber demands (both domestic and export) due to
falling productivity and environmental concerns.
While international comparisons will provide a diverse range of approaches, there are common
elements relevant to the Welsh and UK context, to their growth, and, in the case of Europe, their
wider sustainability:
•

A high degree of integration in the supply chain whether through ownership or collaboration.
Allows certainty for long term business and investment, both in growing tress and creating the
infrastructure to process and use them.
o

Recent experience, during the Covid 19 outbreak, suggest that integrated supply chains, which
can continue to operate, and “store value” of processed goods over raw materials, have been
more robust than those which operate on supply or demand from pure commodity markets.

•

High levels of resource optimisation. Complementary processes ensure they sell “all the pig bar
the squeal”. This might be beams, boards and insulation in France and Switzerland, timber, pulp,
biomass and bio products in Finland or engineered timber, electricity, and heat in Austria.

•

Cascade value both of products and markets. High value main products underpin long term use
of co-products and combine to create overall efficiency. High value domestic use underpins
export of excess “commodity” and that combination creates and maintains scale.

Plan
We will consider first how we could ensure that the interest of securing a reliable supply chain can
be best organised to ensure that the motivation to maximise output to the construction sector is
shared, and any resource is used to best overall effect.

Processing sector
We will focus here on the primary processing sector, i.e. sawmills, as the focus of this work package
is home grown “Timber”, rather than the wood products which are made from it. This is discussed in
other work streams, in terms of the nature of the build process, with the interface (in terms of
product “qualities”) discussed further under specifications.
Wales has a vibrant secondary processing sector manufacturing a large range of wooden elements
and products largely from imported raw materials. Clearly, the demand for wood products, and the
impact upon the nature and character of timber demand, both domestic and imported, will be a key
factor in the outlook for Welsh timber. The development of this demand, through the extended use
of Home Grown Timber in social housing, is a central tenet of this project, and the provision of a
primary supply of adequate quantity, quality, reliability and competitive value is a necessary precursor of this demand growth. Implications for interventions in the supply chain, and the nature of
the resulting timber are further discussed in interventions and specifications below.
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For now, we will focus on the nature of what we have, how we best use it, and what if anything we
should add to the primary supply chain.

Existing Sawmills
According to the Forestry Commission UK sawmill survey, Wales has 13 sawmills, of which only two
meet their definition of “large” mills, i.e. those with an output of over 25,000 m3 of sawn timber per
year. It is often assumed, when the two large sawmills in Wales are quoted, that this relates to BSW
at Newbridge on Wye, and Pontrilas. The latter is however in England, albeit processing a significant
percentage of Welsh logs with the second large Welsh mill being Kronospan at Chirk, near
Llangollen.
Our research suggests that, allowing a little flexibility with the English border, there might be close to
50 sawmills operating which are significant users of Welsh timber, and potentially a couple more in
the planning stage. As with England, most of these mills are of a modest scale, servicing a local
customer base from locally supplied timber. Perhaps surprisingly most mills in Scotland are also
classified as small, (with less than £1M turnover and 5 staff or fewer) although Scotland also boasts a
more large sawmills boosted by its large plantation forestry sector and higher percentage of wood in
Scottish construction.
While any new plan should not be dictated by the current status, or plans of the existing mills, it
should draw on their experience and, where possible, their existing capabilities.

Large Sawmills
While increasing the proportion of output from large sawmills that is directed to the construction
market, may appear the obvious cornerstone of any future supply chain, experience suggests that
this will be far from straightforward. As large facilities, with significant investment in existing patterns
of operation, the challenge of modifying their role within the supply chain is likely to be on an equally
large scale.
The economies of scale and efficiencies of high-speed, computer-controlled saw lines, and the use of
automated mechanical grading are a standard feature of commodity suppliers across Europe. One
of the two large mills in Wales supplies significant quantities to construction, however its market is
largely into board-based products and interior finishes. The second, despite highly automated saw
lines and mechanical grading, has demonstrated that its priorities (at least for the time being) lie in
lower quality construction timbers, fencing and packaging.
Discussions around chain of custody and branding/supply of Welsh timber have met with a positive
response from a similar scale mill at Pontrilas in Herefordshire who have recently invested in
increasing the quality and traceability of their kilned output.
Kronospan, while classed as a “large sawmill” under the Forestry Commission classification, is
essentially not a traditional sawn product mill. Rather it receives and saws logs as part of an
integrated activity, where its sawmill “co-products” (alongside those from other processors) form the
feedstock for its primary economic activity as a panel product manufacturer. The main output of the
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initial saw activity goes to the fencing and packaging markets. This alongside the relatively low
apparent yields of sawn product relative to log input, contributes partly to apparently poor
performance of Welsh mills in efficiency in producing higher value sawn products. However,
Kronospan’s different approach demonstrates a positive picture for Wales when comparing to rest
of the UK in terms of the value-added nature of some forest resource use. A look at the use of
“other” (i.e. non-sawn products) from sawmills, shows that Wales has a 60% higher use in secondary
processing than the rest of the UK, where typical uses are biomass or garden mulch. The levels of
investment in Chirk suggest a keen awareness of value added by Kronospan and no lack of appetite,
or capital to access it. The company has invested 200M Eu in the last year alone.
It might also be fair to conclude that opportunities in built environment are well understood,
certainly within the Kronospan group. Many of Chirk’s products are currently destined for
construction, usually indirectly as finishings or retail offerings such as wall panels and laminate
flooring. The future focus on construction for the factory at Chirk, appears to be far more
dependent upon its fit within the Kronospan factory portfolio, and logistics, than upon the relative
value of Welsh construction timber to the general market in the context of the HGH project.

The Future
Going forward, we should assume that Kronospan’s focus will remain like the present. Improving the
integration of the Chirk facility into the overall construction supply chain in Wales is best served by
focus on coordination, both in feedstock supply and structured supply.
At present feedstock into Chirk is sourced from a combination of Welsh
and imported Scottish timber (including some from Kronospan’s own
forestry in Southern Scotland, pictured), plus recycled wood waste.
In the same way that Kronospan has highlighted the disruptive impact of
biomass procurement on its own feedstock acquisition, their presence in
increasingly volatile log markets, has a significant influence. Some
understanding and potential harmonisation of the supply of logs between
Kronospan and other Welsh mills, complemented by collaborative supply
of co-product might yield benefits.
On the marketing side, the inclusion of Kronospan products, (and their use
in development of engineered/composite materials such as I joists) for any structured supply
agreements, is likely to be attractive to them, as, in spite of their scale, they are still subject to the
vagaries of the merchant market. This might, for example pose an opportunity as the standard
roundwood specification demanded ‘Kronobars’ being 20cm short roundwood has been suggested
to include a high proportion of material that could grade to construction standards (eg: C16). While
the standard lengths of ‘Bar’ material might pose an issue, this could probably be economically
managed at the harvesting stage.
In terms of BSW, future planning is difficult, given the recent change of ownership.
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If, under new owners, the plant at Newbridge is prepared to undertake chain of custody, grading,
marking and branding of Welsh construction timber, in the way that neighbour Pontrilas has
embraced, it would represent a major step forward in the creation of a “Home Grown” supply chain.
Previous engagement has exposed some reluctance to follow this path. Whether this was due to
production of construction grade timber elsewhere in the groups UK mills is unclear. What is clear, is
that the latter stages of the previous ownership had a significant focus on investment in overseas
production (Slovenia)
We must assume that the ability of Newbridge to compete on square edge graded timber, and
other sawn products is not substantially different to Pontrilas and re-open accordingly. This could
form the basis for ongoing supply agreements for home-grown, strength graded construction
timber, alongside other products from smaller mills, discussed below. In the meantime, we should
be grateful for, and build upon the Pontrilas relationship as the only current source of home-grown,
graded construction timber.
It is clear that we are likely to need many of the same approaches (at larger scale) as required by
smaller mills to allow certainty on both sides, and commitment to a plan.

Small sawmills
Much work has been done in recent years in both Scotland (ASH) and England (Woodstock) on
consolidating the output of small regional sawmills. The smaller scale of intervention, compared to
the large mills (above), and the fragmented nature of the underused resource (see below) suggests
that there is a strong case for reviewing this sector in Wales.
We should be clear here that we are not seeking to compare the efficiency of small mills, with larger
ones, or in competing with imported strength grade timbers. The small mills across the UK have
largely recognised that the commodity strength graded market is not practically or economically
appropriate for them. Wales is no different. Our challenge is to create a viable basis for growth in
future processing, including construction uses, that may play to the strengths of what we have, both
in woodland resource and facilities. Our aim is to provide an outline of what could work, based on
the strengths and weaknesses of the Welsh context.

Characterising the number, scale and approach of “small” Welsh sawmills is a surprisingly uncertain
task. According to the latest Forestry Commission UK sawmill survey, numbers have consistently
fallen, in line with England, Scotland, and Northern Ireland, with only 11 small mills remaining in
Wales in 2018. Although estimates of the number of mills vary, even between different surveys for
this project, the real number is around 40.
Within this number, and several more mills in the Marches, but essentially part of the Welsh
“system”, scale varies considerably. Some are close to the “large” saw-mill definition (25,000 m3 sawn
output) or miss it for technical reasons, while some small mobile operations may only saw a few
hundred cubic metres a year. Some have sophisticated automatic saw lines, secondary processing,
storage, and handling, while others travel to saw in or near to the woodlands, at customer premises,
usually to a basic specification.
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As with large mills, some of the smaller mills, particularly the more automated ones have declined
past advances to gear up for production of construction strength graded timber via technical
investment and supply commitment. Our initial focus should not be to repeat these questions.
Rather, we should review the current approach of these companies and explore whether there is
room for evolution rather than revolution in their offering, and if so, whether this might benefit the
processors, while also addressing some of the gaps in domestic construction supply.
Despite their variety, there are several common elements across the small mill sector, broadly as
follows:
•

Their customer base is usually local or regional, down to “load over load” (individual truck loads
rather than large contracts) or direct “retail” sales.

•

They demonstrate a higher level of flexibility and range of timber processed.

•

Like their customer base, log supply is usually regional, supplemented with some specialist
products from elsewhere.

•

They are typically supplying contractors or merchants and engaging directly with the large scale
“wholesale” markets only on an occasional and/or specialist basis.

Previous work in Scotland, and particularly more recent work in England has suggested that average
utilisation of smaller mills is only 50% of their technical capacity. Again, this may vary significantly

from mill to mill, with some (e.g. Llandre) clear that they are working close to capacity, in their current
format. Technical capacity also extends beyond the theoretical abilities of the main saw, and a host
of other commercial constraints and risks apply, which will have shaped the current nature of each
business. These will be explored further, below, and potential interventions in WP 5.3.
Looking at the declared capacity of the current small mill population of Wales, plus a number of
additional contacts/estimates, summarised in Table 1, it would certainly appear that overall capacity
in Wales, matches the experience of England, with significant theoretical availability, above current
output.
The constraints to fulfilling this theoretical capacity also vary significantly between mills. We must
assume that they are material, as the businesses are currently viable and would usually benefit from
additional use of capacity at marginal cost.
The degree to which the technical constraints can be resolved, through additional equipment (at
existing or new locations) will be considered below, and, like the commercial constraints, will depend
upon what is made and a degree of certainty around supply and demand.
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Table 1

Initially though, it is worth looking at what common constraints apply to this varied group, which
might be addressed without significant new investment in equipment. Common constraints
identified elsewhere are:
• Limits on local/regional markets and risk of operating outside these.
• Lack of access to consistent, long term contracts (both demand and supply)
• Working capital constraints on stockholding (particularly where long drying times/varied species)
• Competition from wholesale/import sector
Feedback from small mills surveyed, and experience from international markets is clear that in terms
of accessing efficiency of process, “that volume and consistency of output is a key driver”. As the
constraints above betray, for most mills, but particularly the smaller ones, achieving this is far from
simple.
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To quote the Confederation of Timber Industries in their “Mapping Value and Growth” study “In terms
of distribution of timber, the flow of materials is extremely complex. Discussions with the industry suggest
that it is possible for a piece of sawn wood to go through a timber merchant into further processing and
back again to the same source or into a builders merchant channel”
Imported timber accounts for five times more UK construction timber usage than domestic supply,
compared to a ratio of two to one for overall timber use. While some of this may be price or quality

related (including the use of commodity specifications as industry norms), experience from the
English hardwood “Woodstock” project suggests that the business structures of the large importers
may also have an influence. Dealing with single points of supply, such as the US concentration yards,
French Co-ops or large continental suppliers was a clear “ask” of the large wholesale merchants.
As this coordinated approach might also apply to construction procurement, and other operational
constraints, it forms the first part of our supply chain business plan for small sawmills.

Plan 1 Collaborative working, smaller Sawmills.
This approach might take several forms, but in all cases relies upon the ability to leverage the
combined scale of marginal capacity (above) to access markets which would be beyond the
capabilities or appetite of each individual player. In addition, it would introduce additional economies

of scale to a combination of the existing operations.
We should be clear at this point, that it is not intended to displace or alter the existing underlying
business of any of the participating sawmills. Rather, it is intended to complement their existing
business, utilising and rewarding marginal capacity in the first instance, by accessing new markets
that do not impinge upon the mills existing business.
Going back to some of the international comparisons, analysis of supply to the key merchants and
contractors, as part of the 2017 GIB Woodstock study, observed:
“The US focus on specified product output, for a standardised international market, aligns closely with that
in France, albeit achieved by free market consolidators rather than the French collaborative approach. The
US in particular relies upon competitive log values to support its export position, with the French relying
upon beam values to underpin competitive output of other “co-products” and higher efficiencies than their
North American counterparts.”
The specifications of standard product, with regular availability underpins the approach of both North
American and French exporters and has been regularly cited as a key requirement of wholesale merchants
buying for stock.
It is this French approach, both in terms of collaborative working and identification of resource
appropriate cornerstone products, that looks most suitable for discussion in the context of Wales.

The US approach, which relies on the scale of the market to make trans-Atlantic logistics achievable,
responds in turn only to large scale commodity markets. It is unlikely that this approach would be
well suited to specific market development such as construction of regional housing, social or
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otherwise. The approach also, as previously observed, “in particular relies upon competitive log
values” which is a euphemism for relying on cheap logs, not a good basis for a sustainable supply
chain, driving new woodland creation.
There are parallels elsewhere for this approach, with project team members having been involved in
collaborative ventures in the textile and agricultural supply chains to access large scale contracts and
buyers on behalf of consolidated groups of small suppliers. It has also been successfully applied in
the recent Covid pandemic to the mass production, particularly of PPE equipment, by collectively
harnessing a range of small, often previously unrelated, facilities.
The collaboration envisaged here goes beyond the type of joint marketing undertaken by ASH (the
Association of Hardwood Sawmillers) in Scotland. This initiative worked well in allowing small mills to
bid together on larger parcels of logs, but was less successful in accessing new markets, as it
advocated “more of the same” rather than an enhanced capacity delivered by members working in
concert to service a common larger requirement.
Closer collaboration, at least on marginal capacity, can then bring to bear a significant range of other

benefits, including:
•

Joint access to larger or remote customers or contracts, who prefer one point of contact for
simplicity, credit worthiness.
o

There is a secondary benefit to the consumer of a diversified supply via one point of contact.
This increases resilience and reduces risk.

o

The benefit to the suppliers is either spreading the risk or delegating to the central point
altogether, and the ability to supply smaller lots.

o

Over time, all parties benefit from a many to many “market” but with the added certainty of
one point of contact and a portfolio of contracts with suppliers/customers.

• Shared “standard” specifications or products.
o

The American Hardwood Export Council (AHEC) supplies specifications for exported timber.
In essence, a statement of the qualities customers expect, but reinforces the impression of
product rather than raw material. May also be:

o

A customer specification for the “product” required from a range of suppliers, as was the
case with M&S sourcing one garment from a club of small producers via one point.

• Joint buying of log parcels. This has worked well in Scotland and allows developing certainty, of
quality and quantity, with and for woodland owners.
• Shared services. Such as administration and transport and marketing. Initially for shared
contracts but may have relevance to core business.
o

For marketing, initiatives such as the Scottish Wood Showroom, and “Boardroom” or the
Online Platform operated by English Woodland timber, tested in the Woodstock project, and
already discussed for application, under license in Wales.

o

May in turn lead to:

• Shared Facilities. To jointly address common bottlenecks, such as drying, or opportunities such as
secondary processing (e.g. for contracted products to allow wider participation) or onward
deployment of biomass, or feedstock to secondary processing, such as panel products.
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• Working as a group also facilitates remote processing as needed, particularly during the growth
phase to give flexibility on jointly bidding for larger contracts.
o

For instance, English Woodland Timber operated a similar system during changes to their
mill, and now operate an entirely outsourced model, dealing only with log supply, customers,
and some secondary processing.

o

This is likely to be particularly appropriate in value added areas such as treatments,
mouldings etc, allowing development of collaboration and markets before committing to “in
house” investment.

• Shared “dividends” from common value added and efficiency savings
• Joint financing of working capital.
o

Banks will lend to a group of operators, due to the diversified risk, but less likely to any one
of them

Development of this approach will need to be underpinned by secure and additional demand. This is

likely to come in two stages, as follows:
1.

Make to market specification for stock and consolidated sale to merchant sector. This mirrors the

approach of importers and is most likely to succeed if the consolidator can carry the market risk
of sale and purchase.
2.

Make to “specification” for individual customer and develop range of relationships and
standardised specifications. This approach will take time but is more likely to work if backed by

the performance of 1 above. It will rely upon a developing longer-term relationship to jointly
benefit from material manufacturing and logistical efficiencies. This is not unique to our sector,
with STA making the following comment about conditions for their members growth.
a.

It notes however that for off-site manufactured product to be truly successful, a number of
changes are necessary, not least of which is an acceptance by clients that investment in
manufacturing capacity requires far greater transparency of forward demand and commitment to
the supply side that it will be committed to and delivered.

Analysis of the economics of this approach is difficult, with costs varying by mill, material, and
product, with even the largest mills currently struggling to match the price of imported commodity
products. This should be set against a current market which has witnessed “The fastest downturn in
cycles in the last 40 years” and emphasises the need to develop relationships (per 2, above) which
benefit both partners over time, irrespective of short term fluctuations.
All new supply chain development, whether collaborative, as above, or new investment (at the end of
this work package), needs to be underpinned by both demand and appropriate material supply. We

will consider below the type of customers and products required, but, given the regular complaints
about the difficulty/cost of obtaining saw logs and forecast shortage of key commercial species, we
should look first at what raw material is available.
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Resource
Any observation of the Welsh timber industry would quickly reveal a very public sense of urgency
around reinforcing raw material supply from woodlands. As the historic supplier of over 50% of
Welsh timber and traditional funder through grants of woodland creation, Government finds itself
the focus of underpinning the response to this and resulting demand for remedial action.
The last year has seen a dramatic shift in supply patterns, a flood of central European timber, caused
by bark beetle infestation, weather patterns and consequent felling having caused the biggest
reported shift in European supply and consequent values since the war. This has, in turn, seen some
unusual fluctuations in contract liftings and bids for Welsh timber in standing and roadside sales,
after many years of consistent increases in the percentage of available Welsh timber coming to
market.
Notwithstanding this recent shift, and the more local impact of phytophthora driven felling of Larch,
the outlook for saw log supply has been one of consistent fears of shortfall, as typified by this
statement from a 2016 Confor workshop on “Welsh Softwood Timber Supplies and Our Green
Economy”
With regard to the forecast itself, there was unanimous agreement that there would be a significant dip in
the supply of timber in the medium term (commencing circa 2025) which will significantly impact on the
Welsh economy. The length and size of the dip is less predictable and work needs to be done to improve
the quality of the data; but it was stressed that such work should not delay urgent remedial action as the
mitigating effect of such actions will decrease exponentially over time.
Our own research identifies a potential shortfall of key commercial species, from the middle of this
decade, even before any increases in demand. This shortfall is forecast at over six hundred

thousand tons a year by the 2040s (40% of current demand) and cumulatively over sixteen million
tons, or over ten years total supply, by the end of the forecast period in forty years.
This prospect, combined with the increased public focus on the wider benefits of woodland, has
increased calls to address underperformance in meeting woodland creation targets. The case for
woodland establishment, including the emerging environmental land management schemes (ELMS),
is addressed elsewhere. However, even if wildly successful, this will have limited impact on short to
medium term supply.

We must therefore look at what might be done to improve our use of the existing resource.
The main source of home-grown, machine graded construction timber is Sitka spruce. It comprises
the bulk of most commercial plantation forestry in Wales, supplemented by smaller quantities of
larch, Douglas fir and Norway spruce. While these species account for half of the growing stock, and
most of the commercial harvest, they, plus a variety of other softwoods, such as Scots pine,
lodgepole pine and Corsican pine are found extensively across smaller woodland stands and mixed
woodlands across Wales.
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In addition, a further 42% of the “stock” of woodlands in Wales consists of a variety of broadleaf
species, Oak and Ash being the dominant species, with over half of the current volume. Many of
these species would have had a commercial purpose in the past, and Oak is still a popular structural
building material, especially with ‘self builders’ due to its strength and durability. Most hardwoods
used in the UK, for construction, joinery, or furniture, are imported, leaving less than 10% sourced
from native woodlands.
Table 2 below shows the growing stock of main species, in Welsh woodlands, demonstrating the
dominance of the key commercial tree types. In the context of the forecast supply challenges, the
balance of other timber appears of limited scale, even if it were technically suitable as a supplement
or replacement. Forecast availability of these materials is, however, greater than might at first be
apparent, with Forestry Commission/NRW estimating that broadleaf timber availability might be
equivalent to between 60% and 100% of the forecast shortfall in main softwood harvests. This
combined with a percentage of softwoods currently outside commercial stands, suggests that a
coordinated approach to the increased management and use of these resources is worthwhile.

Table 2

The potential availability, above, is inevitably based upon certain assumptions on management, use
and renewal, and is likely to be somewhat conservative, in terms of the real potential. A four-year
study by the National Forest Inventory, in the late 1990s, estimated that medium term supply could
be as much as four times current estimates, and biological potential 12 times current removals. This
does not represent a “scorched earth” approach to broadleaf, being based upon dealing with a
growing proportion of overstood timber (of an age and or nature that risks imminent decay) and
woods where some degree of management is already practised. In Wales this could see a managed
removal of up to one million tons per annum of saw log proportioned timber, while overall standing
stock would rise from 29 million cubic metres, to 43 million cubic metres over the next forty years.
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It will come as no surprise, that accessing and using these resources will not be easy. The
fragmented and varied nature of the resource, 90% of which is spread across a huge range of
private owners, will be a major challenge, although in this regard, the flexibility of a diverse
processing base of small sawmills may prove a benefit. The range of potential products for which the
resource may be suitable, particularly with reference to construction, is considered later, however it
will first be necessary to gain physical access to it.
There are two distinct but connected elements to utilising this smaller woodland resource. Firstly,
that much of it is currently unmanaged and secondly, where managed, the volume and variety of
individual parcels often make their recovery for processing uneconomic at current timber prices.
Moreover, as far as construction is concerned, many broadleaved and softwood species would not
be suitable from a material performance point of view. The average size of Welsh woodlands is
around 30 hectares, with under 10% exceeding 100 hectares and almost 70% under 10 hectares.
Resolving the “issue” of fragmented and undermanaged woods has long been one of the more
consistently referenced problems of forestry authorities across the UK. Many woods will, quite
rightly, never be managed for production of timber. There is, however, a growing recognition that
biodiversity is often better served by a degree of intervention rather than complete abandonment.
The spread of numerous tree pathogens, most notably Chalara Ash die-back, has also led to
preventative felling, but the degree of management for commercial purposes is still clearly tiny, as
can be seen by the proportion of available broadleaf timber currently being harvested and recorded.
In UK terms, there has been a recovery from the low point of 2008. In contrast to the decline in
consumption, by saw, pulp and panel mills, the recovery in broadleaf harvesting has been
underpinned by biomass demand, much of it in the south east of England. While this offers
opportunities to institute management in previously, inappropriately, neglected woodlands, it does
not serve to improve the supply of saw logs to the processing sector.
The use of broadleaf species in Wales was disproportionately affected by the reduction in pulp
demand, following the closure of the St Regis board mill, in 2006, and a steady decline in the use of
hardwood in panels. While no national figures are available for the use of hardwoods in sawmills, it
seems likely that Wales, which accounts for approximately 10% of UK broadleaf availability, in turn
uses no more than 10% of that potential in production of sawn timber.
This small-scale supply chain contains many long-established relationships between small sawmills
and proactive forest managers. Its historic decline, to its current diminished scale, suggests that
alternative activities will be required to supplement it, if it is to play any significant part in supplying
the domestic construction sector. Organic growth remains too slow and uncertain.
Although small in percentage volume terms, the potential added value of the saw-logs in biomass
harvests is financially significant. Forestry Commission estimates that only 10% of the UK’s standing
broadleaf resource consists of quality saw logs. Work in the 2016 Woodstock project, on English
hardwoods, suggest that this proportion is heavily skewed to well-managed estates, with often as
little as 2% of quality timber in undermanaged woods. Given the disparity in value (as much as ten fold in the case of oak) this can still be significant but will require new approaches to its capture.
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Extracting the saw-logs on a meaningful scale, that is not disruptive to the management process, will
require a consolidated approach operated by a centralised logistics and processing operation.
Alternatively, separation could be operated at a processing site, where saw logs are set aside, as a
“co-product” to the bulk processing of lower quality material. This approach has been explored, by
Coed Cymru, on a modest scale at a Welsh biomass operation, where a small percentage of
softwood saw logs were set aside in the biomass stock yard, prior to chipping operations. These logs
can then be sold to a processor, or in this case exchanged for a greater volume, but similar value, of
biomass quality timber separated from stands destined for a sawmill.
This coordinated approach could also potentially benefit growers, and processors of larger scale
softwoods. Bidding on larger parcels for a collection of sawmills or holding stock. This approach
could also offer a useful option to the disposition of public sector softwoods in achieving a “triple
bottom line”. This will be discussed further in interventions, below.
The procurement of timber and subsequent processing needs to be underpinned by robust
demand. This will only be developed if we can demonstrate the ability to consistently deliver
products of the right quality volume and price. Given the available supply.

Target Markets, and Products
Firstly, it is not our intention to repeat the debate around the relative merits of structural timber
machine graded to “C16” versus “C24”, or indeed, the ability of Welsh timber to meet either. This has
been widely discussed elsewhere, and the decision to participate in this market rests with large scale
sawmills. Of the two candidates, both processing largely Welsh sourced logs, one, in England,
currently produces strength graded construction timber with Welsh chain of custody and branding.
The other, Welsh based, mill has been less forthcoming in this regard, and is the subject of a degree
of uncertainty in regard of its operating status.
Influencing the future output of these mills, and the resulting demand for the large-scale commercial
timber species, currently Sitka spruce, will be discussed further in interventions but clearly has the
potential for a significant shift in its contribution to the supply chain.
Construction remains a major driver of timber usage, accounting for 60% of UK demand, or 6 Million
tons. Of this demand 5 million tons is met by imported timber, with most of the domestic supply
going to fencing and packaging. The good news for Wales, presumably for value, certainly for
meeting local need, is that the percentage of sawn timber (based upon FC large sawmill statistics)
going to construction has risen in the last year, now standing at 20% of sawn output from Welsh
mills, or a little over 60,000 m3.

The opportunity, subject to sawmill and timber supply is significantly bigger. Based upon recent STA
statistics, timber frame construction alone in Wales consumed over a hundred thousand cubic
metres of timber, with over sixty of that in social housing. Much of this is coming via merchant sector

and therefore likely to be imported material. If further quantities of graded timber are made
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available, first port of call should be the Welsh timber frame industry. In addition to the quantities
above, they export timber frames equivalent to a further 150 thousand m3 of timber from
production plants in Wales and, subject sufficient certainty of demand, have indicated that they

would be willing and able to almost double this capacity.
This does not mean that other sectors cannot make a significant contribution to fulfilling
construction demand and supporting a healthy domestic supply chain. This will require us to
address the balance of the construction sector which is complicated. To quote Egan consulting in
their 2016 report Mapping UK Timber Industries, “In terms of the distribution of timber, timber
products and builder’s carpentry, the flow of materials is extremely complex. Discussions with the
industry suggest that it is possible for a piece of sawn wood to go through a timber merchant, into a
further processing or manufacturing plant and back again to the same distribution source or into a
builder’s merchant channel.”
In the case of timber and semi-finished timber from UK Sawmills and imports, direct sales account
for 32%. However, a high proportion of this is supplied into the manufacturing sector. Sawn timber
used in construction, without secondary processing is largely supplied through the merchant sector.
This situation is even more marked in the builder’s carpentry, where only 11% of products are sold
direct to projects. Despite this complexity, a combination of available resource, market value and
secondary processing in Wales, suggest that the two most promising sectors for expansion of the
domestic supply chain, would appear to be joinery and furniture.
In terms of market scale, the Confederation of Timber industries estimate UK sales of builder’s
carpentry and joinery at over £5 Billion per year, with furniture sales accounting for another £5.5
Billion, of which £3.5 billion was UK produced.

While Wales only represents a small percentage of UK new house building, it is likely to command a
higher percentage of the carpentry and joinery markets, with as much as 80% of timber products
estimated to flow into retrofit and DIY, and a healthy population of secondary processors based
here. A survey for a potential new sawn wood supplier on the English border, identified over sixty
potential secondary processing customers within a fifty-mile radius.
If we target 10% of the above markets as an ambition that would represent a £1 billion market
consuming something in the order of £350 million of wood. This would represent a huge increase in
use of Welsh timber, at the expense of a percentage drop in imports sufficiently small to avoid a
significant reaction. To achieve this, we must understand why imports currently command such a
dominant position.
Larger scale industries operate just in time manufacturing, relying upon components manufactured
to agreed specification by an army of sub-contractors, or upon “standard” commodity products and
materials sourced from the market. The timber industry largely falls into the latter category, with
secondary processors taking this material, to manufacture joinery products to agreed specifications,
or their own designs, for the contractor and merchant sectors. The uncertainty of demand requires
reliable material availability to underpin a responsive processing sector. This reliability has typically
been provided by the large wholesale merchants and importers, working in concert with the timber
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and builders merchant sectors. Even small-scale craft furniture makers, used to reflecting the variety
of timber in their work, regularly referenced difficulty in sourcing specific local qualities, when
questioned by a Caerphilly Council and Coed Cymru project in 2019. As one furniture designer put it
“why would sawmills or timber merchants go out of their way for me when I just don’t buy enough”.
The solution, proposed by both the furniture makers in 2019 and the Woodstock report in 2016, is
collective demand, directed to an available local resource. This will in turn require consistent
fulfilment if it is to develop into a reliable part of the supply chain, emulating the “off the shelf” offer
of the importers, as a basis for future development of bespoke subcontractor relationships.
The model for this approach is well rehearsed. The concept has also been successfully
demonstrated by private sector consolidators such as English Woodland timber, working with an
increasing stock of lesser used softwoods and hardwoods in England. In Wales, Premier Forest
Products is the best example of the consolidated merchant approach, including a high degree of
secondary processing, albeit almost exclusively based upon imported material for construction and
joinery supply.
In common with these models, the expanded use of home-grown timber for a range of additional
joinery and furniture use, will be best served by the creation of a consolidated stock of components,
for supply both directly, and through the merchant network. This should be based upon the use of
marginal processing capacity and resource, to match and displace a percentage of the current
import offer, rather than the customised trade currently undertaken by the domestic sawmills.
We have discussed, above, the benefit of this to the sawmill sector, and the type of resource most
likely to be available. In terms of the products which should in turn be stocked as an attractive offer
to existing markets, below is a brief summary, based upon TRADA’s Wood Information on Specifying
British Grown Timbers, which highlights the preferred uses for the main available species.

Table 3: Lesser Used Timber Species (based on Trada Wood Information Sheet 2/3-67)
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(Thermally modified wood, mainly Ash, Sycamore and Poplar is offered under the Brimstone brand,
by Vastern Timber in Wiltshire. Alternative lower temperature approaches have been demonstrated
in Wales, in a project with Coed Cymru, Coed Mon and Bangor university. It is yet to be commercially
developed)
Given the high percentage of Ash, Beech and Sycamore within the available timber resource, and
their lack of durability, internal joinery items such as doors, skirting and staircases. In the case of Ash,
this is particularly appropriate, given the high felling rates in response to Ash dieback. Much of this
timber, including log quality, is going straight to biomass, contributing to the CTI’s estimate that
around 75% of all hardwoods harvested in the UK are destined to be burnt. Separation of this
resource will require a dedicated “milk round” collection but should be economically feasible given
sufficient processing/demand.
While Oak is also widely present in Welsh woodlands, and has the benefit of durability, for use in
external structural and joinery, such as external doors and windows, our evidence suggests that
additional quantities are not freely available. Subject additional supplies becoming available by
consolidation of parcels from biomass or milk rounds of smaller woodland, building stock of
products such as window blanks should be investigated.
Oak, Douglas Fir, Larch and Sweet Chestnut (although the latter is not widely available in Wales) may
also be used in flooring. There is evidence of some smaller scale manufacturers switching to
distribution of imported engineered products, however other small players have also emerged in
their place, with an active market in second-hand processing equipment.
One other product area which has been actively investigated within the project, is external cladding.
Larch, subject to similar felling issues as Ash, is the most common domestic timber for this purpose.
Trials have been conducted with small sawmills in mid-Wales using Larch and some Hemlock, to
produce external cladding which has been successfully marketed.
The requirements of the furniture sector are likely to be more varied across a wide range of quite
specific qualities. The CTI concluded that although definitive information had been difficult to find,
UK furniture manufacturing is an important market for wood and wood products, and that there was
an immediate requirement to investigate patterns of consumption.
Table 4 below, summarises some of the product groups and the opportunities to source and
process appropriate timber species.
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There are a variety of barriers to specifying local timber, summarised below from the 2019 Welsh
Timber Supply Chain in Furniture Design and Manufacturing:
• Barriers to local timber: o

Poor perception of quality.

o

Expensive compared to international prices and/or price fluctuations.

o

Inconsistent quality and moisture content

o

Not available in flexible or consistent quantities.

o

Not available in the right dimensions.

o

No clear indicators for consumers,

o

but another ‘label’ could be confusing.

o

Lack of demand from customers.

o

Do they even know?

But summarises that “The biggest barrier is that stages in the supply chain are disconnected, with
designers not knowing where to get timber and timber suppliers not knowing what designers might
want”
Building a consolidated stock of local sawn timber, addresses several of the above issues. Quality

and consistency need to be demonstrated and confirmed by a simple statement of quality such as
the American Hardwood Council (AHEC) specifications for imported material, or the Forestry
Commissions “Making the Grade”. Supply of regular quantities to the merchant sector and/or
maintenance of minimum direct stocks (with ability to re-saw dimensions) should address availability.
A joint stock offering, including from associated sawmills, with online visibility will help to access
available stock and to educate. Provision of this system has already been investigated.
The audits from the Home Grown Homes building projects and trials of specific products with
specialists in timber construction will be important steps in this process, as will be the
standardisation suggested for some timber frame elements and already emerging through the
projects work on standardised wooden window design. Discussions are ongoing with specialist
housebuilders in Scotland, which will supplement the range of potential products such as I joists,
box beams, ladder beams and posi-rafters being investigated or used in specialist projects in Wales.
If establishing longer term supply or building stock, the new facility will need to be clear what it is
making, for who. This will be best served by “drip down” specifications coming from end- product
manufacturers and avoid unnecessary cross over or competition. The Woodstock project for
instance, established that the highest value commodity wood product (per cubic meter) is window
beading, because of the ratio of work to raw material, but came close to setting up in competition
with those already making it, to no net benefit.
The “additionality” of any new facilities, rather than competing with existing participants, will also be a
key consideration in establishing what new investments might be justified in Wales.
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What Could we add? New and existing facilities
Having considered how existing facilities and resources in Wales can be brought to bear on
increased timber supply, particularly for construction, the opportunity for new facilities should now
be considered. Additional woodland planting will be considered elsewhere but is inextricably linked
to the economics of processing and use to underpin the case for continued management and
expanded planting.
Much has been written, elsewhere, regarding the relative efficiencies of small mills and their larger
automated counterparts. Levels of automation and economies of scale lead to throughput rates and
unit variable costs vastly superior to their smaller, specialist niche, mills. This has inevitably led to
discussions of the opportunity to establish a new mill in Wales, with one recent paper concluding
that “a consensus is emerging that a new, efficient, medium sized sawmill is necessary for consistent
supply of Welsh grown softwoods for construction”. This may prove to be the case but presupposes
that a wide range of conditions and common objectives can be met. Reviewing current evidence
would require a few contrary issues to be addressed to take this case forward:
•

The future of the most productive (by volume) sawmill in Wales is currently not clear.
o

•

Small mills continue to operate, with new or refurbished mills under consideration
o

•

This despite taking “the line of least resistance” to packaging and fencing markets.
Most despite sub-optimal equipment

Supply of saw logs, of the species for strength graded construction timber, has been committed
when Newbridge is operating

•

Much of the economic analysis has ignored capital costs.
o

•

This highlights the issue of risk, particularly given that…

Processors working directly for the construction industry have indicated potential to double in
scale, but only if trust in market demand is resolved.
o

This essential element of security of demand (and supply) is explored in WP 5.3, Interventions,
below.

As with any existing business, there is a balance between the viability of current operations and the
risk of new.

Constructing any new processing at scale may seem to recommend itself on the basis of resulting
economies allowing it to process faster, and at lower marginal cost than collection of small mills, and
to compete against other large European mills supplying the dominant import market for
construction. The case for new large sawmills needs to underwrite this significant upfront capital
cost, and by implication requires a high degree of certainty around future business or a risk tolerant
investor. The latter may seem like a small risk, given the high percentage of timber imported to the
UK, but needs to allow for short term fluctuations in exchange rates and the impact of importers raw
material costs, as well as their efficiencies, on the economics of imports. Recent anecdotal evidence
suggests that even the most efficient UK mill producing C16 construction grade timber from Welsh
Spruce is at a 27% price disadvantage to imported material. This is partly a result of what industry

source has called “The fastest downturn in cycles in the last 40 years”, as a result of windthrow and
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bark beetle in central Europe. It demonstrates the need for longer term relationships to insulate
both parties from short term volatility.
The second risk associated with such a significant capital outlay, is the certainty of local supply. Work
in WP 5.1 suggested that likely to be a shortfall of the core species required by the existing sawmills
in Wales. An additional sawmill requiring circa 250kte of saw logs per year would significantly
exacerbate this challenge in the short to medium term. A possible outcome would be failure or one
or more mills, as attracting raw materials from other jurisdictions with existing processing seems
unlikely. The new mill is the most likely candidate for failure, with the highest/most recent capital
load, and, if not part of an existing infrastructure or operating group, will start from scratch with its
fibre acquisition. This outcome could be offset by integration with forest supply, as is common in
much of mainland Europe, or by preferential supply from the public sector. These approaches will be
discussed further in the following work package, but the former seems unlikely, short term, given the
diverse ownership of private forestry, while the latter feels uncomfortably close to the recent very
public procurement issues around Larch.
At the smaller end of the scale two new mills are currently in construction, and one more small
Welsh mill has recently changed hands, with the new owners aiming to increase production.
The two new mills, at Bodnant and Eaton Park, have the benefit of “integrated” supply from their own
estates. This will underpin a mill, and associated kilns/planers capable of processing up to 10,000m3
per annum, albeit starting at much smaller volumes.
The motivation at a third mill, Esgair, is slightly wider ranging. An existing mill, with access to its own
surrounding woodland supply, the new owner’s primary business is elsewhere. Their intention is to
combine the management of their own woodland, which is insufficient to fully feed the sawmill, with
the processing of third-party material, including larger Douglas Fir and Western Red Cedar. With
much of their equipment old or inappropriate, they are hoping to underpin new investments via this
increased processing activity.
Evidence from project visits suggests that a number of small mills across Wales run deteriorating
equipment and infrastructure limiting their capacity. Access to appropriate saw logs and restricted
drying facilities are also frequently cited as limiting factors. While some of the mills report themselves
working at capacity, this might in some cases, reflect the limitations of one stage of the processing or
logistics.
In this regard, the key benefit of the collaborative approach described earlier, is providing a
foundation for addressing these technical bottlenecks at minimum risk, particularly if underpinned
by secure contracts, or even possibly finance, from a clearing house. One intervention therefore will
be to identify these processing limitations and provide solutions.
In some cases, shared facilities may be beneficial. Kilns are perhaps the obvious example, with very
small-scale kilns typically less effective and, in the case of mobile milling, only available if at a shared
location. Work by Coed Cymru, building on previous discussions on heat treatment and furniture
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supply, suggests that two kilns could be operated in concert, to deal with the output of several small
mills. This approach, covering hardwood and softwood input is summarised in Table 5, below.

Table 5 – Shared drying protocols

• If sawn timber is coming from a number of small mills, then the moisture content could vary
considerable between the packs to be kilned. This will affect the drying times and moisture
content on output. Using one big kiln (150m³) in this case might not be the best way to go. Using
smaller kilns that can achieve a number of specific requirements of our Welsh timber supplies
could be a better option:
• A 60m³ volume capacity kiln with a 5.3m wide opening would accommodate 12 packs of 4.8m
length timber.
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• A 80m³ volume capacity kiln with a 7.5m wide door would allow 2 x 3.6m length packs to be dried.
• Two smaller kilns would be more suitable to dry batches of timber from various smaller mills in
Wales than one large kiln. This reduces the potential high variance of moisture contents between
different packs in the same kiln and also the need to fill the kiln on each run. If loading and
unloading the kilns are staggered so that they do not correspond on the same day, this would
optimise the use of labour and lifting equipment throughout the working week.
• Hardwoods tend to be dried in smaller volumes not requiring the large 150m³ kilns. A smaller kiln
would then be more adaptable for drying both hard & softwoods to optimise the use of the
facility throughout the year.
• High temperature Kilning of 50mm thick softwood down to around 16% mc takes between 4 to 5
days at 70°C
• A 60m³ kiln could also be used for Heat Treatment of pallets to ISPM-15. Max high temperature
for this application is 72°C (600 pallets per load)

What is ISPM-15 Heat Treatment?
ISPM-15 is an international standard requiring that the wood be debarked and heat treated to sterilize
timber for wood packaging material such as wooden pallets. This is then stamped with a mark of
compliance. It is the spread of wood pests that led to the development and the implementation of the
ISPM-15 treatment standard. Since 2015 Heat Treatment (HT) is the only treatment that can be used for
common application. Wood packaging material must be heated in accordance with a specific time–
temperature schedule that achieves a minimum temperature of 56 °C for a minimum duration of 30
continuous minutes throughout the entire profile of the wood (including at its core). Various energy sources
or processes may be suitable to achieve these parameters. For example, kiln-drying, heat-enabled chemical
pressure impregnation, microwave or other treatments may all be considered heat treatments provided
that they meet the heat treatment parameters specified in this standard. - https://ispm15.com/
This protocol also references the use of planers, in this case to regularise the sawn output. In
Northern France, where collaborative groups are commonplace. Both the Woodstock and Wood
Hub projects found widespread use of shared planer facilities for additional processing such as
mouldings.
The report, below, details the scale of added value achieved by one cooperative in Northern France,
utilising a shared joinery shop, underpinned by contracts let, in the name of the cooperative. In
addition, some of the details of individual sawmills equipment, used on occasion for shared projects,
was built up over time in mills of similar scale to those in Wales.
“The sawmills ranged in size from around 1,500m3 throughput per annum up to 10,000m3 per annum.
Note that the largest of these sawmills is processing the equivalent of 20% of the whole of the UK’s
hardwood production! The main output was beam, which was cut to order in most cases, along with the
associated square edge ‘avives’ (floor boarding) and sleepers. A smaller quantity of through and through
sawn logs (boulle) was cut at most mills, with one mill also cutting barrel staves. Much of the production
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from these five mills (believed to be in excess of 50%) is exported to the UK. A number of innovations were
viewed during the three-day visit including:
• Rail mounted cranes at all sites for accessing appropriate logs in stock that matched the current cutting
list orders (Fig 1);
• Log scanning technology which calculates the optimum size beam, allowing the saw operator to match
the log with the requirements on the cutting lists (Fig 2);
• Double cut saws (saw teeth on both edges) which allow logs to be cut on the back stroke as well as the
forward stroke (Fig 3);
• ‘Offcuts’ from the beam cutting process are diverted into ‘avives’, which are generally cut at nominally
18mm or 27mm thick;
• Suction lifters on gantry system for moving finished timber around the warehouse (Fig 4);
• Pre-drying sheds, which allow 3” oak to be ‘air dried’ in six months rather than three years;
• Ends of square edge boards colour coded to indicate grade;
• K2 computer controlled cutting machine at one site that processes material into finished timber frame
components;
• Large section ‘offcuts’ processed into end grain flooring/paving by one mill.

Fig 1 - Rail mounted crane

Fig 2 - Log scanner

Fig 3 - Double cut saw

Fig 4 - Suction lifters

The use of some or all of the above technologies may help the UK market get a better yield from each log.
However, it was evident that the main efficiencies in all the operations seen were drawn from, and driven
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by, the larger volume throughputs of collectively sourced logs, and the fact that the logs being processed
were very consistent.
In addition to the milling activity, a joinery workshop was also visited, which was a joint venture between
three of the above mills. This manufactured finished products such as decking, flooring (including parquet),
and cladding. The operation had invested in a number of machines including a multi rip saw (Fig 5), 6
head moulder/planer (Fig 6), end matcher (Fig 6) and finger jointer (Fig 7), along with the associated dust
extraction. The operation was producing significant quantities of the finished product (no figures given) for
sale to the general public and merchants (Fig 8).
This was a key example of the added value that could be achieved with stock items.

Fig 5 - Multi rip saw

Fig 6 - planer/moulder and end matcher

Fig 7 - Finger jointer

Fig 8 - Finished decking product

That much of the above is not currently being undertaken, either individually, or collectively is not
surprising as much of the opportunity, particularly around construction remains fragmented both
regionally and in terms of procurement. Investment in new, stand-alone facilities to service this
emerging demand, risks alienating or destroying the existing diversified production base, and should
only be considered when options to engage with and reinforce that base have been thoroughly
investigated, in broadly the following order:
• Supporting requested improvement to existing facilities
• Supporting shared supplementary facilities to serve several existing ones, and finally
• Supporting additional or new facilities where existing have declined the opportunity
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